High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) possesses a special intact coding flow frame that involves four basic procedures: prediction, transformation, quantization and entropy coding. The whole process has high computational complexity, especially the transformation and quantization, which obstruct HEVC for real-time application. To reduce the computational complexity, computing time, or resources, a fast rate-distortion optimized algorithm for HEVC is presented. The rate distortion optimized transformation (RDOT) with reclassification and the rate-distortion optimized quantization (RDOQ) extensional bypass decision method are employed to save the computational complexity. The RDOT performs initial classification and reclassification for each class to simplify the decorrelation of residual data transformation. Moreover, the RDOQ bypass could reduce the computational complexity by skipping the unnecessary candidates of transformation blocks with high computation. Experimental results reveal that the proposed algorithm implemented reduces HEVC coding complexity and achieves almost the same coding performance.
Introduction
The video coding standard has rapidly developed in recent years. With the development of high definition video, the bit-rate becomes one of the most important constraints. It should be as little as possible, which is a very difficult issue. Therefore, a high efficiency standard had been designed recently, which is called High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [10] . This new HEVC standard has especially high performance in practical. For all the new coding tools, rate-distortion optimized (RDO) [9] cost calculation has an important effect on HEVC standard. However, RDO mode decision has huge computational complexity. Low-complexity method of the algorithm is needed in coding process while high computation complexity seriously limits coding efficiency. Moreover, a lower complexity algorithm for transformation and quantization of RDO is of great importance. In this paper, rate-distortion optimized transforms (RDOT) and rate-distortion optimized quantization (RDOQ) are introduced and achieve complexity reduction of HEVC coding processes.
At first, a series of video images with correlation is served and then a set of decorrelation data is obtained. This conventional transformation uses the differences between the current and referenced frames in the form of several parameters. In this paper, we designed an efficient blocks coding method for video frames compression to improve performance. The 0  norm is introduced to satisfy the non-zero coefficients with the limited bit-rate. The sparse orthonormal transformation defined as i G classify the class and update the i S iteratively in a loop. After this process, the final transformation coefficients are generated to represent the pixels of image. The results obtained from the process of transformation then experience the rate-distortion optimized quantization bypass procedure to decide whether to utilize RDOQ [7] or not. The following experiment helps judge the quantized levels. If the quantized level is lower than these cases, the RDOQ is meaningless. This quantization method is a choice for the coefficients, which utilizes the RDOQ or the uniform scalar quantization to be quantized. This paper is organized in the following. Section 2 shows work about RDO. Section 3 introduces our proposed algorithm including rate-distortion optimized transforms and the rate-distortion optimized quantization decision method. The experimental results comparisons are explained in Section 4. At last, this paper is summarized in Section 5.
Related Work
Recently, several optimized algorithms have been proposed about the RDO method on transformation and quantization. Arrufat et al. proposed a method in [1] about a cost calculation that forms the constraint condition for bit-rate by new RDOTs method to reduce BD-rate [5] of the HEVC. Sezer et al. proposed a method in [14] that the block-based transform optimization and corresponding video frames compression method classify image information and transform coefficients information. Lee et al. proposed a method in [8] that the RDOQ decision selects the transform blocks, which give less or no coding gain to skip to reduce the complexity of quantization. Stankowski et al. proposed an algorithm in [13] that as the exact cost estimation results in variety with RDOQ compared to HEVC Test Model when improving the compression ratios of the RDOQ. Zhang et al. proposed a new point of RDO in [17] that it transforms the DCT coefficients by the removal algorithm and all-zero block-based RDOQ skip algorithm to save the RDOQ time and improve the encoding efficiency. Zou et al. proposed a new rate-distortion optimized transformation method in [16] by training transformations and selecting the applicable transformation pattern to achieve BD rate reduction under the Intra Main.
Admittedly, these methods above have all proven to improve the performance of the HEVC significantly in terms of reducing BD-rate or improving compression ratios to save time and improve efficiency. However, these algorithms improve the bit rate under the complicated constraint of conventional training transformation, rather than simplify the constraint condition, and the process of quantization is only sped up by the variable of cost estimation or the compression ratios of removal DCT coefficients or all-zero skip methods. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the methods together to simplify the constraint and accelerate the block skip decision to improve the performance of both transformation and quantization process.
Effective rate distortion optimization method

Rate-Distortion Optimized Transforms
The transformation process in image processing can seem as the course of decorrelation, which generates the frame residuals data. And, the features of the image can be extracted by utilizing the properties of residuals data transmission in the form of several parameters. Furthermore, the original HEVC encoders cannot meet the requirements of a lower computation complexity, which the residuals of transmission channel would be encoded as minimum resource efficiency. The feature of the video encoder is corresponding to the bit compression that is experienced with RDO calculation process. Due to the difficult coding process of simulating a practical HEVC coder, a replaced 0  parameter pattern has been proposed to satisfy the bit compression and transmission condition for the residuals.
In this paper, a transform design that takes advantage of the invertible orthonormal transform is introduced. The sparse orthonormal transforms are defined as i G (
). After designing an initial classification for each class, the blocks re-classification process is performed by utilizing the 0  norm parameter when the classification and associated transforms are both optimal. This is reasonable since proposed method can be seen as the optimized transmission process due to the fact that the results of nonlinear simulative transform coding are similar to rate distortion optimized results. And, the replaced method utilizing directional features to classify the coding blocks firstly. We can get amazing optimized results of structure-preserving and parameter classification that are like those of most researchers. The minimized transmission function is shown as below for the training data:
The parameter i S represents a i groups blocks extracted from coding block. c that is represented by the aforementioned functions in (1). The optimization method is proposed to compute i S and i G in a loop. Firstly, the training set is classified by utilizing gradient features to achieve the first class and calculate initial i S of the blocks. Then, the orthogonality process i G is updated with the K-L Transforms based on the property of blocks correlation related to classified groups that are impacted by i S . Finally, utilizing the given classification method, we can perform the optimal transformation pattern. The blocks would be reclassified according to the following equation:
This function can get the new i S . And the optimization process would perform constantly until convergence.
Based on the proposed optimization method, the first procedure is to calculate the optimal coefficients for the transformation i G . The sparse representation for the function is as follows:
Then, the results of above function can be considered as a threshold for the elements of
under the condition of the threshold is set as  . It can be represented as follow:
Second, perform the optimal orthonormal transformations. This procedure can reduce the reconstruction difference of the obtained coefficients to a minimum.
The function can be simplified as:
The is the trace of matrix. Define  as SVD for Y [11] . U , V are orthonormal and  is diagonal. And, let
Assume after a series of simplifying process, when I P  with (1) can be expressed as:
We can utilize the results of (3) and (5) to solve the (1).
Finally, the last step is the circle process of utilizing the reclassified data. After the above optimization process, all the blocks would be reclassified by taking the advantage of determined transforms utilizing already classified blocks until the loop convergence. This step is performed based on updated and new sets of transformations.
Rate-Distortion Optimized Quantization Decision
The rate-distortion optimized quantization (RDOQ) method brings obvious coding performance improvement. However, this conventional quantization process introduces large computation complexity. The RDOQ performs RD cost estimation based on the following method we proposed for all candidates of all coefficients to select the blocks, which could save some unnecessary computation complexity by taking advantage of utilizing the quantized levels [12] . The proposed method extends the RDOQ through developing a RDOQ decision method. And, the decision algorithm determines the TBs that utilize the uniform scalar quantization [15] to be quantized. With the RDOQ bypass decision method, large computation complexity is saved.
The RDOQ has a particular advantage of coding gain that possesses several quantized levels for coefficients in TBs. However, when the RDOQ satisfies the following two cases, it is meaningless to the coding performance.
• The parameters are zero.
• Quantization levels are similar to uniform scalar results. . Therefore, it can deduce that the coding block would be considered as skip blocks in the RDOQ process if the magnitude of transmission parameters is less than the existing quantization level. Based on above analysis, the quantization procedure with large calculation would be omitted. Furthermore, there also exists the second occasion of RDOQ SQ G G  since the level is nonzero. And, the average step size values with different block sizes in RDOQ is represented in Table 2 . It means that the process of RDOQ would not be significant if the quantization levels are lower than the average value 2.2. This is due to the quantization levels in aforementioned occasions of which most are capable of setting as zero. And, even the nonzero levels are sufficiently low since it should be approximated to an integer. The following experimental results show that if the quantized levels are satisfied with both cases, the performance improvement of RDOQ would be limited without considering its large computation complexity. This contributes to RDOQ simplified bypass decision method. In the Table 2 Finally, the equation could be simplified as the following simple decision condition (10) . Based on above inequality, if the coefficients satisfy the condition, the optimization process would utilize the uniform scalar quantization. Else, performing the RDOQ method. In the proposed decision process, set 2.2 that is calculated in Table  2 as threshold T . In Tables 1 and 2 , several sequences (Kimono, Keiba, BasketballPass, ChinaSpeed, and BasketballDrillText) are utilized. Especially, the series of Basketball sequences are selected to represent the properties of some other test sequences. 
Experimental results analysis
The RD performance of transformation process is evaluated by the Bjøntegaard Distortion (BD) rate in this paper. In Table  3 , most video sequences have large motion regions, which include small sizes of 4 4 and 8 8 . Based on this feature, these small size coding units are selected as the set of train data. Small sizes also have a balance between the performance and calculated quantity. In order to maintain system stability among different video sequences resolution ratio, a mass of prediction residuals from numbers blocks should be trained. Moreover, the different quantization parameters (QPs) and resolutions under the common test conditions [2] should be considered. In the designed process, two RDOT systems would correspond to a single and a multiple transform. Both systems have numbers of extra RDOTs to test data. The encoder is designed to perform the RDO iteration process, and the transformation system will choose the most adaptive transformation pattern and code it as bit steam. The training is performed under the condition of all intra (AI) common test configuration [3] for intra prediction residuals extracted from video sequences. This process also tested the condition of random access (RA). An experiment of BD-rate curve is shown in Figure 1 , in which PSNR is increasing with bitrate improvement. Moreover, all QPs in the performance improvement process are apparent and the rates also improved consistently through measurement by by the Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) [5] . Though improvement is inconspicuous in visual, the objective quality improvement in the decoder is realized. Table 3 reveals the blocks size distribution for the test video sequences with different resolutions under the condition of AI. The results for BD rate improvements in the table show that it outperforms HEVC original test mode in terms of quality promotion. This promotion covers all selected sequences, especially the low resolution. The improvement under the condition of AI and RA realized about 2% and 1%, respectively. The performance of blocks coding also has large improvement on RA test configuration, which achieves high-quality video coding.
From the Table 3 , the improvement is highly dependent on the test blocks ( 4 4 and 8 8 ) for HEVC test mode. Therefore, an improvement on test sequences is high if it has large sample distribution for 4 4 or 8 8 size blocks. On the other side, the sequences with higher resolution have less or even loss. This is because higher resolution sequences have small distribution of coding blocks. Based on above analysis, the most important feature for system performance is block size. In the Table 4 , the signal transmission pattern has an effect on the performance of designed system. Based on the BlowingBubbles coding process, signaling 4 4 blocks requires greater performance loss compared with the larger blocks. Therefore, the percentages of improvement reduction of residual coding and signaling are greater for small size blocks.
Finally, utilizing the advantages of spatial redundancies, signal transmission system performance loss would be reduced. According to the results of the experimental sample, the proposed design scheme can be applied to other blocks transmission processes of RDOT. As the new quadtree partitioning structure of HEVC, the complexity per block may increase for a specific case. Because of the different combinations of blocks sizes, the designed system cannot test all the candidates. However, the time adds a little based on (1) due to non-separable transformation. The decoder can copy the information of the encoder directly by utilizing the proposed system.
The computation complexity reduction of the RDOQ decision process is proven to be effective in HM 11.0 test model environment [6] . Experiment is performed under the condition of AI and RA and low delay (LD-main) same with [4] . All test sequences are shown in Table 5 with QP equals to 22, 27, 32 and 37, respectively. The BDBR [5] evaluates the performance improvement against the Anchor method. HM 11.0 experiment mode with RDOQ=ON. The average saving time (AST) showing as follows:
Where A T is Anchor coding time and P T is our fast decision algorithm coding cost in RDOQ process. The higher PSNR reveals that the decision algorithm outperforms the contrastive method. And, the higher AST indicates better performance in terms of time saving for our fast decision algorithm. Table 6 shows a better quantization efficiency for fast decision algorithm. As the table shows, the proposed decision algorithm achieves large time reduction of 11.2%, 11.2% and 10.5% under the condition of AI, RA, LD, respectively. Meanwhile, about 0.09% BDBR reduction and about 0.011dB PSNR drop compared with the anchor method, respectively. Therefore, the coding loss is negligible.
Based on the extensive experiment, the proposed method has a better performance compared with conventional HEVC encoder with negligible coding loss, especially under the high-quality coding performance condition. Furthermore, this method could also generate a lookup table for RD cost calculation. The foregoing result analysis indicates that the proposed overall algorithm could keep nearly the same RD performance compared with the original HEVC encoders, while significantly reducing the coding time of the rate distortion optimization process considerably.
Threats
As the table 3 shown, if our proposed method utilizing the Ultra High Definition(UHD) video sequences to test, the performance improvement is less than lower resolution sequences. Specifically, the result of SteamLocomotiveTrain sequence has an unusual BD rate increase about 0.51% under the condition of RA compare with original HEVC encoder. Because the aforementioned sequence contains small amounts of motion blocks that are partitioned as small size blocks, the texture variation is little. Therefore, the transformation process generates less BD reduction and even increases since the proposed design is correlated to the low percentage of small blocks in test sequence. In our method, less small blocks will limit the performance improvement.
And, from the Table 4 , the signal transmission pattern has a profound effect on BD rate reduction. The negative values reveal BD reduction. In this proposed method, the larger reduction represents the better performance in term of BD rate. And, the results indicate that the no signaling pattern is efficient if the decoder copies the transformation information directly. Therefore, we should take full use of the signaling pattern; for example, spatial redundancies that transform without any signaling needs further research.
Conclusions
In this paper, a fast rate distortion optimization algorithm to reduce computational complexity of HEVC in the transformation and quantization process is designed. The proposed transformation design of RDOT and the quantization of RDOQ bypass decision extent to RDOQ perform in succession could improve the performance of HEVC. The transformation classifies the blocks and classes in the training set. Moreover, the RDOQ bypass decision algorithm skips some unnecessary candidates to save the computational complexity. Finally, the comparative experimental results demonstrate that the optimal transformation method outperforms the conventional blocks transformation and achieves apparently compress and the quantization procedure reduces the encoding time apparently with negligible BDBR increase. Therefore, the proposed rate distortion optimization method can significantly reduce the computational complexity of HEVC with almost the same coding efficiency with the original encoders.
